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7.7 / 10

1.961 votes
5seasons/40episodes/2018 - present
NetworkNetflix
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Runtime:45 min2018 - present
Genres:Crime
Network:Netflix
You is an American crime series which aired on Netflix (previously Lifetime (US). The series premiered on September 9, 2018.
 
 Based on Caroline Kepnes' best-selling novel of the same name, "You" is a 21st century love story that asks, "What would you do for love?" When a brilliant bookstore manager crosses paths with an aspiring writer, his answer becomes clear: anything. Using the internet and social media as his tools to gather the most intimate of details and get close to her, a charming and awkward crush quickly becomes obsession as he quietly and strategically removes every obstacle - and person - in his way.



Actors
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Joe Goldberg
Penn Badgley
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Guinevere Beck
Elizabeth Lail
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Love Quinn
Victoria Pedretti
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Peach Salinger
Shay Mitchell
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Paco
Luca Padovan
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Ellie Alves
Jenna Ortega
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Reviews (1)


You - First episode

Mdevreugd
 1 Oct 2018

7.5
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News (25)

Spotlight On: Charlotte Ritchie

Lights off, spotlight on! Time to see which series Charlotte Ritchie also has on her resume.

 6 Oct 2023


Teaser trailer for the fifth and final season of You

Joe Goldberg himself (played by Penn Badgley) gives us a glimpse of what's to come in the upcoming fifth and final season of Netflix thriller series You.

20 Jun 2023


You renewed with a final fifth season

Joe Goldberg's story is coming to an end. Netflix has renewed You for a fifth season, which will be the final chapter for the hit thriller series.

26 Mar 2023
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-

AzuG29
27 Jul 2023
Serie it's good, but I feel that Is enough with this last season 4 and I know that it  is missing the last One.
0






-

anonymous
 6 Jan 2019
it sucksss
0
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Dexter
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The Sinner
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How to Get Away with Murder
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Gossip Girl
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Pretty Little Liars
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Eye Candy
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.200 series. And otherwise the community of 498.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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